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TrigPoint Solutions Announces RFID-Enabled Rig Asset Management 
Agreement with Major International Drilling Contractor 

 
DENVER, COLORADO - September 30, 2008 – TrigPoint Solutions, Inc. ("TrigPoint") announced 
today that it has reached an agreement to provide TrigPoint’s PROMPTT™ SYSTEM (PROMPTT™) to 
Helmerich & Payne International Drilling Company ("HPIDC") for the unique identification, tagging, 
recording, tracking and management of assets across their drilling operations. PROMPTT™ is a 
modern-day field asset execution tool specifically for oil and gas drilling and service contractors 
using proven RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) technology to ensure compliance to corporate 
tracking, preventative maintenance, certification and safety procedures.  
  
"HPIDC is an established leader in the drilling industry and well recognized for their use of leading-
edge technology to create a strong competitive advantage,” said Mike Parmett, TrigPoint’s 
President and General Manager. “We welcome HPIDC as a client to further validate TrigPoint’s 
business model. This relationship demonstrates our continued growth in the delivery of valuable 
technology to the drilling industry." 
 
PROMPTT™ is a completely pro-active, automated and paperless asset and operations management 
system. TrigPoint combines RFID technology, ruggedized mobile hand-held devices and interactive 
front-end and back-end applications to deliver a rapidly deployable system that is effective and 
user-friendly. RFID tags are permanently attached to rig assets to validate proof-of-presence. 
Ruggedized mobile hand-held devices direct users to physically visit, verify, check and perform 
predetermined instructions against each of these assets. PROMPTT™ acts as a virtual instruction 
manual, guiding users through procedures and providing feedback on performance in real time. 
PROMPTT™ is easily configurable to reflect a company’s specific requirements and will interface 
with existing ERP systems, procedures and processes. With central monitoring of all rig assets and 
activities via the internet, company personnel can generate helpful reports and receive automatic 
notifications about when to take urgent action. 
 
PROMPTT™ is successful in addressing short-term requirements and long-term goals and delivering 
sustained benefit and value. TrigPoint’s innovative use of RFID technology, industry-specific 
solutions and commercial viability presents an effective and compelling tool for all oil and gas 
drilling contractors.  
 
TrigPoint Solutions, Inc.  
 
TrigPoint specializes in the design and implementation of unique, targeted, and easy-to-use 
technology solutions for the oil and gas industry. TrigPoint's automated PROMPTT™ SYSTEM 
provides a modern-day approach to maximizing rig assets and personnel performance. This easy to 
use, interactive, mobile system utilizes proven RFID technology to ensure and improve compliance 
with corporate tracking, maintenance, certification and safety procedures. TrigPoint offers the 
PROMPTT™ SYSTEM on an all-inclusive basis including all RFID hardware, application software, 
implementation, training, support and warranty.   
 

For more information, please contact: 
Greg Slater, Vice President, Business Development 

Tel: (720) 279-6446 ext 12  or  Cell: (303) 715-8085 
E-mail: gslater@trigsol.com    Web: www.trigsol.com 
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